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How is LifeQ Atrial Fibrillation (AFib) validated?

LifeQ has validated our AFib solution by using various methods for data collection and analysis.

These methods include:

- Annotated PPG data

- Annotated ECG data

- Longitudinal data used to assess false positive rate

The ECG device used is an xxx

What testing Protocol does LifeQ follow?

Annotated PPG data
The data set for this study consisted of a combination of smaller LifeQ data collection initiatives

totalling 143 individuals, 4 of whom have previously been diagnosed with atrial fibrillation. In all

protocols participants wore the ECG device along with a LifeQ enabled wrist device under

free-living and/or sleeping conditions.

A combination of manual annotation by a medical professional and automatic annotation by

Cardiolunds ECG parser were used to annotate the ECG data. Cardiolunds is an independent

company that specializes in ECG analysis software and services.

Data was further processed as follows:

● All data sets were chunked into 2 hour blocks where possible. Any chunk <10 minutes was

discarded.

● This resulted in 620 data sets against which the model was tested, of which 10 were

generated by the 4 individuals with diagnosed AF and the remaining 610 from non-AFib

participants.

Annotated ECG data
The data set used for this method consisted of a combination of three open source data sets. All

datasets used in validation are available at Physionet

● MIT-BIH Atrial Fibrillation (23 x ∼10 hours ECG)

● MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm (18 x ∼10 hours ECG)

● Long Term Atrial Fibrillation (84 x 18-24 hours ECG )

Data was available for a total of 125 individuals, 105 of which have been diagnosed with AFib.

ECG segments annotated as poor quality or with arrhythmias other than AF were excluded from

the analysis.
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Accuracy

Annotated PPG data
Of the 10 data sets that showed evidence of AF in ECG reference signal, one case of moderate AF

was classified as normal, and of the 610 clear samples, 14 was misclassified as a false positive

moderate case.

AF
Class

- Normal: < 100 AF beats (roughly 1 minute)

detected in the PPG recording (n = 610 from

140 unique individuals ).

- AF: >= 100 AF beats detected in the PPG

recording (n = 10 from 4 unique individuals).

Results

- AF cases successfully flagged as AF (Recall)

= 0.9; 9 of 10 cases

- Normal cases successfully flagged as

normal (specificity)  = 0.98; 596 of 610 cases

- Accuracy: 0.976; 605 of 620 cases

AF
Severit

y

- Normal: < 100 AF beats in the recording   (n

= 610 from  140 unique individuals)

- Moderate: < 90% AF in recording (n = 4

from 2 unique individuals)

- Severe: >= 90% AF in recording (n = 6 from

2 unique individuals)

Results

- Severe AF cases successfully flagged as

severe = 0.83; 5 of 6 cases

- Normal cases successfully flagged as

normal (specificity)  = 0.98; 596 of 610 cases

- Accuracy: 0.974; 604 of 620 cases

- Note that none of the normal cases were

flagged as severe and vice versa.
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AF%

Results

- R2 = 0.97

- Mean absolute error (MAE) = 0.363

Annotated ECG data
The LifeQ solution generated zero false positives and correctly flagged 92 of 105 AF cases

(88%). The 13 AF cases that were classified as normal, were all  moderate cases of A.

AF
Class

- Normal: < 100 AF beats (roughly 1 minute) in

the recording (n = 20)

- AF: >= 100 AF beats in the recording (n =

105)

Results

- AF cases successfully flagged as AF (Recall) =

0.876; 92 of 105 cases

- Normal cases successfully flagged as normal

(specificity)  = 1; 20 of 20 cases

- Accuracy: 0.896; 112 of 125 cases

AF
Severit

y

- Normal: < 100 AF beats in the recording (n =

20)

- Moderate: < 90% AF in recording (n = 67)

- Severe: >= 90% AF in recording (n = 38)

Results

- Severe AF cases successfully flagged as

severe = 0.92; 35 of 38 cases

- Normal cases successfully flagged as normal

(specificity)  = 1; 20 of 20 cases

- Accuracy: 0.856; 107 of 120 cases
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- Note that none of the normal cases were

flagged as AF (severe or moderate),  and none

of the severe AF cases were flagged as normal.

AF%

Results

- R2 = 0.9

-  MAE = 6.47

- On average the predicted AF% is 3.25% lower

than the true AF%

Constraints in measuring HR accurately

Measuring HR and BBI from a wrist-based device is complex and the technology has limitations

owing to the nature of the quality and coverage of the available PPG signal.

The AFib detection cannot currently detect events with a duration of less than 30 beats and while

the solution has been developed for Afib specifically, it may indicate the presence of an arrhythmia

other than AFib. The solution is dependent on both good HR and RR intervals data and as such,

expected coverage  over 24 hours and sleeping periods are 51 and 93% respectively.

The LifeQ AFib solution should not be used as a diagnostic tool and the purpose is to provide

users with a guide of the risk they may have of having AFib. In the event that a user suspects the

possibility of AFib being present, LifeQ strongly recommends that the users seek medical advice.
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